
Love, Power and Serenity 
As Divine Attributes and As 

Distortions

Pathwork Lecture #84



3 Major Divine Attributes
In a healthy person, 3 attributes work together in harmony

• Attributes 
complement and 
strengthen one 
another

• Flexible  

• Alternate accordingly 
to given situation

LOVE

SERENITYPOWER



Experiences As A Child:

Create Doubt  & 
Negative Sense of 

Self

Seeks Pseudo-Solutions to 
Overcome 

Lack of Self 
Confidence Insecurity

Disappointment

Helplessness

Rejection

Resort to 
Wrong 

Solutions

Real & Imagined 
Feelings



Distorted Personality Makes Unconscious 
Choice to Solve Life’s Problems 

Love • Submissiveness

Power • Aggressiveness

Serenity • Withdrawal



The Real Self: “In truth and reality, healthy and genuine self-confidence is 
peace of mind. It is security and healthy independence and allows one to 

achieve a maximum of happiness through developing one's inherent 
talents, leading a constructive life, and entering into fruitful human 

relationships with healthy interdependence.”

‘Real Self’ is Denied by Demands of ‘Idealized Self’ 

Real Self Values Vs.
• Self-Assertion

• Dignity

• Recognition of Self –
Achievements & Talents

• Genuine Feelings 

Idealized Self Responses 
• Too Brash or Aggressive

• Self-effacement - Supreme 
Virtue

• Never Recognize 
Accomplishments

• Always love everybody/No 
other feelings allowed



Love
Real Self/ Divine Attributes:
• Brother/Sisterhood 
• Compassion
• Communication
• Creativity
• Forgiveness
• Sacrifice
• Understanding
• Union

Idealized Self / Love in Distortion:
• Always Give In
• Be in the Background 

(wallflower)
• Ignore One’s Own True Values 

& Accomplishments
• Love Everybody
• Never Assert Oneself
• Never Find Fault With Others
• Submissiveness  always



‘Submission’ - Pseudo-Solution For Love
Distortion: “If Only I would be loved, everything would be all right.”

‘Goody-goody’, Self-effacing Behaviors To Gain Love and Protection From Others:

• Comply with real & imagined 
demands of others

• Cringe and crawl to receive 
approval, sympathy, help, and 
love

• Artificially & dishonestly claim 
imperfection, helplessness, 
submissiveness & fake 
weaknesses

Idealized 
Self 

Image

Goodness

Holiness

Submissiveness



Power
Real Self/Divine Attributes:
• Appreciation
• Cooperation
• Communication
• Gratitude
• Love
• Sharing/Unselfish
• Strength

Idealized Self/ Power in Distortion:

• Aloof
• Artificial Toughness
• Indifference
• Omnipotence/Superiority 

Complex
• Pride in never failing
• Selfishness



‘Aggression’ - Pseudo-Solution For Power
Distortion: “Power and Independence From Others 

Will Solve All Problems”
Child believes only way to be safe is to be strong, independent so no one can touch him/her:

• Dictates standards of godlike 
independence, omnipotence, and 
power

• Believes in complete self-sufficiency 
(doesn’t need anyone) and competes to 
be better than others

• Looks for proof of how bad the world 
and others are

• Artificially & dishonestly claims 
perfection & ‘midas touch’ - everything 
is a success [because failure is not an 
option]

Idealized 
Self 

Image

Omnipotent

Emotionless

Aggression



Serenity
Real Self/ Divine 
Attributes:

• Balanced
• Centered
• Peaceful
• Relaxed

Idealized Self/ Serenity in 
Distortion:

• Aloof
• Detached 
• Indifference
• Withdrawal



‘Withdrawal’ - Pseudo-Solution For Serenity

Distortion: “You must look benignly and detachedly at all human 
beings, knowing their weaknesses and good qualities, but without 

being bothered or affected by either.”

• Withdrawals from inner 
problems and therefore 
from others and life

• Non-attachment to 
others

• Aloof  - ‘Exalted people 
aren’t touched by other’s 
weaknesses’ 

Idealized 
Self 

Image

Superiority

Indifferent

Non-
Attachment



“So you will see my friends, that it is your 
idealized self-image, and not God, not 
life, not other people, who demand ‘all 
that’.  You will also begin to see that, 

because of these demands of the self, you 
need other people to help you cope with 
these demands. Unconsciously, you put 

pressure on others to give you what they 
are incapable of giving.”



MEDITATION
“Since the idealized self alienates you from your real self, you are 

utterly unaware of your real values. Throughout your  life you 
concentrate unconsciously on false values: either on values you lack 
but think you should have while you pretend to yourself and others 

that you do have them; or you concentrate on values which are 
potentially there, but have not yet been developed to the extent that 
they can be rightfully called yours.  Since your idealized self does not 
admit that these values still need development, you do not develop 

them and yet you claim them as though they were already fully ripe. 
Because you use all your efforts in concentrating on these false or 

unripe values, you do not see the real values. Because you cannot see 
them, you are frightened to let go of the false ones fearing that then 
you will be nothing. Thus your real values do not count….. You are so 
conditioned to strain for the impossible that it does not occur to you 
that there is nothing to strain for, because what is actually valuable 

is already there.”


